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AO-allover. For every room.
AO-allover stands for smart solutions for every room. Innovative technology is combined with fresh and 
attractive design. Even the most demanding needs in lighting, acoustics and indoor decoration can be 
met with AO-allover brands.

AO-allover solutions simply fit in any kind of a room, office or structure. AO-designs go perfectly with 
both new and existing domains. Choosing an AO-product means a good step towards high-quality 
ergonomics and acoustics. With considerably lower energy consumption. Respecting nature.

LEDinno panel lighting provides a room with a perfect amount of light. Installations are easily made 
by suspended ceiling designs or direct wall mountings. In addition to numerous standard dimensions, 
LEDinno panels can also be customized.

Together with INNOturf acoustic boards, the LEDinno lighting becomes an ergonomic ideal for every 
room. INNOturf, in turn, improves acoustics in a purely natural and elegant way. The material itself tole-
rates moisture extremely well and is completely mold resistant. Improved acoustics by INNOturf means 
a healthier living and working environment with a smart look. Boards can be tinted in various colors. 
Logos, photos and patterns can be printed on the board, as well. INNOturf acoustic boards can even 
be cut to any requested shape!

There’s also a SMARTpackDuo acoustic board kit available in the AO-allover design palette. For handy 
and inspiring acoustics constructions. Own designs can be created easily by mixing different sizes (xs, 
s, m and l) and colors (white, black).

pOmpUp, in turn, is an invitation to come closer and feel fine. pOmpUp carpet designs connect spaces 
and people with each other. With even one pOmpUp, the room will be much more. pOmpUp carpets 
are a perfect choice for entrances, halls, corridors, boutique premises, offices, public indoor sites as 
well as  private homes. They are highly wear-resistant, non-slippery, antistatic, sound-insulating, thin and 
light-weight. Apart fron standard sizes (s, m, l), pOmpUps can be customized. pOmpUps are an indoor 
essential.
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